Daley Replies to Report

CHICAGO (UPI) — Mayor Richard J. Daley and Police Supt. James B. Conlisk Jr. Tuesday denied police rioting while combating demonstrators the night before during the Democratic national convention.

Conlisk, in his first public reaction to the so-called Walker Report, said in a news conference that he "rejects Mr. Walker's conclusions that police officers used beyond the legal limits of their authority." To speak of a "police riot" is to distort the history of those days in August," he said.

Daley shifted his position from that of Sunday, when he called the report of the government task force "excellent" with "some reservations."

In a news conference Tuesday, Daley denied police rioting.

"There wasn't any police rioting during the convention," he said.

"I take exception to the entire summary. The report itself is one of a 4-month-old child," he said.

The mayor denied, as charged in the report, that his controversial order of "shoot to kill arrests and main hostiles" after the April West Side riots influenced police actions during the convention.

"That order had nothing to do with it," he said. "We have had a lot of police problems and they are still there, since then, more trouble than before."

He also denied reports that he had been at odds with the Justice Department on the question of demonstrations.

"They have never brought the entire 345 pages of Rights in Conflict report and that his disagreement with Daniel Walker, head of the study team, "should not be interpreted as condoning any misconduct by any police," he said.

"If Mr. Walker, after his investigation, has any additional evidence against specific police officers, he has the responsibility to produce it," Conlisk said.

Shepard's Wife Sues

CLEVELAND (UPI) — Dr. Samuel Shepard, convicted in the 1954 Chicago slaying of his pregnant first wife and acquitted in a retrial after serving nearly 10 years in prison, yesterday was sued for divorce by his second wife, who told the court he feared for her safety.

The German born Mrs. Ariane Shepard, 39, immediately was granted a petition for an injunction restraining Shepard from attempting any contact with her. She said in the petition to the Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court she feared he would do her "great bodily harm."

Israfiel Jets Bomb Jordan

H RUSALMEM (UPI) — Israeli jets, striking in silence five-inch artillery pieces, bombarded the northern Jordan town of Kfar Assad three times yesterday.

Officials in Amman, the Jordanian capital said 14 persons were killed and 18 wounded in the bombing raids against the town of 3,500 just six miles from the Israeli occupied, occupationist, Colan Heights. The attack was described as "not of great extent, but that four women, the report said.

Israeli military spokesmen said they sent the planes to silence Russian-built Arab guns some of them Russian built 122mm weapons manned by Iraqi troops exploded in settlements from Tel Kazir near the Sea of Galilee to Maorizon in the Beitun Valley. The exchange lasted four hours, ending before dawn yesterday they said.

Yesterday afternoon, a Jordanian spokesman in Amman said, fighting broke out again when troops of the two nations exchanged light machinegun fire for 30 minutes near the King Hussein Bridge 15 miles south of the Sea of Galilee. No casualties were reported.

Reporters returning from Kfar Assal said the village had suffered heavy damage. They said 43 homes had been destroyed and another 83 damaged. In one house, they said, nine bodies, among them that of a 4-month-old child.

New York Aide

NEW YORK (UPI) — President-elect Richard M. Nixon yesterday appointed California Institute of Technology President Lee A. DuBridge as his science advisor and called on him to help bridge the gap between scientists and politicians.

DuBridge, who was Caltech president for 22 years before retiring to accept the appointment, said there is a "mind expending" among students who protest college participation in government research.

Much of this research, he said, involves weapon and non-defense weapon against non-defense.

But before accepting defense research, he said, "each university has to make its decision as to how it can involve itself and to what extent with weapons research."

Besides his college duties, DuBridge has been an advisor to the Atomic Energy Commission and the Defense Mobilization Office.
The Mail

Editor: There is no doubt that the publicity for the grand opening of the Athletic and Convocation Center is extravagant and pretentious and that Notre Dame could effect many improvements in hall or local life if its funds were thus deflected. It is dangerous, however, to relate these two facts and draw some sort of moral conclusion from them. Joel Connelly's recent article did just that, and he has not been the first to do so.

The main fault of the article is that it argues from the very financial stance that it decries. If Mr. Connelly is so preoccupied with the costs of concert tickets preventing him from taking a girl "to see both Williams and Cosby," then perhaps he should find these extravaganzas less of "an insult to the principles underlying a Christian University." And if Mr. Connelly can foresee only the "community's most affluent" ever using the Center, then he should recommend that we all carry this implied asceticism to its ideological extreme (of which university students are traditionally so proud) and sell all our peace pendants, beads, psychedelic posters, Pete Seeger albums, and stereo and give all we have to the poor. We would never do that, but we are scandalized when the affluent donate money and then prescribe how to spend it. Dirty shame or not, that $9 million was collected as a result of varying degrees of personal and corporate sacrifice, symbolizing-as only Americans can—the hopes of many alumni, neighbors, and friends of the University for a huge community room for which any Christian would be grateful. It is a grotesque, extravagant, and probably unnecessary monument to the power of money at Notre Dame, but no one has forced us either to build or to enter it. In our context as dependent sons of the upper-middle-class background thrown into an idealized community of Christians, therefore, we have two choices: either to enter the system and hope to make enough money some day to spend it in good, just, and Christian ways, or else to renounce the system and all its comforts for the sake of the underprivileged. Any other policy is hypocritical.

Sincerely yours,
John D. Lacy

SPECIAL SALE for CHRISTMAS !!!

on BOOKS AND RECORDS

Save - $2 or $3 NOW!

up to $4.98 NOW $1.98

up to $5.98 NOW $2.98

available on every major label

where: N.D. Hammes Bookstore

Freundlich To Give Recital

Lillian Freundlich will be featured in a piano recital tonight at 8:15 pm in St. Mary's Little Theatre. Mrs. Freundlich is completing a concert tour of the East and Midwest, and her performance will feature Chopin's Preludes.

TAPE RECORDER
Sony T-250 4-track
like new—sell cheap
307 Morrisey phone 3560

Movie!

Peace Corps Film of India

Tues. and Wed. at 7:30
Continuing Ed. Center

Free U. Wants You!

People with ideas to share with others.

If you're one of the Good Guys, see
Rick Libowitz - 331 Holy Cross (3203)
Maryanne Wolf - 225 McCandless (4053)
or at The Student Government Office
Betty Doerr

Exploring

Nobody would let me be a Boy Scout. My brothers were allowed to collect insects, leaves, and insect merit badges. I got to be a Brownie, but it wasn't the same. My brothers got to build campfires. I had to be a Girl Scout.

I came to Saint Mary's College, across the street from Notre Dame. I was used to standing outside of puck meetings, looking in. I didn't think I would have an adjustment problem. I joined the Observers so I could be one of the girls. I promised to be honest, obedient, and the rest. But then the girls started to treat me like a good scout, a troop of one. I had an identity crisis, and concluded that I would rather be a Den Mother. That role just increased my frustrations, since the cub reporters in the office couldn't seem to progress beyond the wolf stage.

Over Thanksgiving I attended a Boy Scout Banquet. My father was receiving the Silver Beaver Award for outstanding service. My Den Mother mother was there, three of my Boy Scout brothers were there, five hundred Boy Scout leaders, including my father, were there. I was there, feeling insecure, until someone announced that girls were being admitted to the Boy Scouts. At last I had a chance, but I knew that I had to find a troop.

People have been complaining about the social atmosphere at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's for years. I can see it all clearly. A constructive solution would be to organize an Explorer Group. Dress everyone in World War I uniforms and send them out in the woods. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's would solve the problem of the bad girls. I don't think anyone will have an adjustment problem. I joined the Observers so I could be one of the girls. I promised to be honest, obedient, and the rest. But then the girls started to treat me like a good scout, a troop of one. I had an identity crisis, and concluded that I would rather be a Den Mother. That role just increased my frustrations, since the cub reporters in the office couldn't seem to progress beyond the wolf stage.
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ASP Chairman Resigns

Junior Pete Kelly has announced his resignation as chairman of the Action Student Party. Kelly has held that position since last spring, and was unanimously re-elected this September.

Off-campus senator Armand Gelinas, the vice chairman of A.S.P., will stand as acting chairman until Friday. Gelinas stated yesterday, "I'm going to try to pull the party together. The party will either run or endorse a candidate this spring."

The A.S.P. plans to hold a meeting this Thursday dealing with its constitution and its statement of purpose. It will also consider endorsement of a bill of rights and consider Kelly's resignation.

The following is a quotation of Kelly's resignation letter:

"As a result of increasing demands on my time, I have found it necessary to limit my efforts to those projects which I have found more meaningful. Accordingly, I have decided to resign as A.S.P. chairman so that I can devote more time to the newly formed student committee on white racism, and to plan for a South Bend community action group.

"This is not to say that I don't consider the A.S.P. important. I hope the party can achieve a role as an active influ-

ence on campus politics. The party provides an efficient mechanism for the recruitment of intelligent and informed student leaders. I am resigning from my present position only because I have the other projects to be more rewarding. Also, I have found numerous politicians personally constricting, and have on several recent occasions been guilty of exactly that for which I have been condemning campus bureaucrats (i.e., playing the student ingame)."
Irish Five Rolls Over King's, 84-54

Notre Dame's highly ranked varsity cagers were 30-point victors last night, but were something less than impressive in winning. King's College of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. harbored the Irish all night before going down 84-54.

Captain Bob Arzen opened scoring in the Monarchs' new gymnasium, while Austin Carr hit on his first three shots from the floor. But sophomore Dave Lampman and Ron Rose countered to keep King's close at 17-16 with 10:40 left in the half. The much smaller Monarch front line battled Notre Dame even off the offensive boards, and used a controlled, patterned offense effectively.

But the Irish slowly wore down the Monarchs and stretched their lead to 41-23 at intermission. King's was hurt by a carbon-copy of the first. King's shooters alternated hot and cold, but Irish turnovers prevented a breakaway. Notre Dame couldn't get a consistent fast-break going, and lost numerous long passes. John Pleck, Bob Whitmore, and Sid Cutie did the damage for Notre Dame in the second period, combining for 20 points.

New Monarch coach Ed Donohue saw his scrappy youngsters finally run out of steam in the last few minutes. With both teams substituting freely, a late flurry, headed by Jim Hings, pushed the final margin to 30.

Notre Dame shooting was mediocre both from the floor and the line. A stout run-to-run defense throttled the Monarchs' attack for most of the game. Carr cooled off considerably but still ended up with 20 points to lead Irish scorers, followed by Arzen's 14. Bob Whitmore's 12 provided back up power with 12 and nine points. Rose, a fine-looking forward, topped the Monarchs with 15 markers.

T.H.H. Meets R.M.N.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Notre Dame quarterback Terry Hanratty and four other college All-Americans enjoyed the flavor of presidential sporting interest Monday when President-elect Richard Nixon took time out to exchange quips on the game.

The four—Hanratty, Heisman Trophy winner O.J. Simpson of Southern California, tackle Dave Foley of Ohio State and tackle Bill Stallworth of Georgia—called on Nixon to present him with an autographed football in appreciation of his interest in the game.

"I don't think I can get to the Rose Bowl but it should be a great game," Nixon told them. "But if I did I'd be caught right in the middle. I have some mixed emotions about the game. One of my great friends for many years is Woody Hayes, Ohio State coach, and my wife went to USC in '37."

Sim pson told the president-elect, "It's been signed by all the guys." He handed the football to Nixon who replied, "I expect to receive many symbolic gifts over the next few years, but none will mean more to me than this."

Nixon questioned both Hanratty and Simpson closely about how to hold the football trophy when it is presented. Nixon, enjoying himself, spent about a half hour joking with the four players.

Hanratty, who injured his leg several weeks ago, was dressed in a black blazer with a white turtle neck sweater and was on crutches. Nixon has been an avid sports fan since his days as a second stringer on the Whittier College football team.

Ohio State

Cops Crown

NEW YORK (UPI) — Ohio State won the National Football championship the easy way in front of a television set. The Buckeyes, who finished with a 9-0 record, watched Saturday as Southern California and Notre Dame battled to a 21-21 tie in a nationally televised game.

The tie dropped Southern Cal (9-0-1) out of the top ranking and paved the way for Ohio State's second national championship. The United Press International Board of Coaches cast 28 of 34 possible first place votes for the Buckeyes, who won their first title in 1957.

Grid Polls

UPI

1. Ohio State 9-0 (28) 334
2. Southern Cal 9-0-1 (4) 277
3. Penn State 9-0 (2) 272
4. Georgia 9-0-2 272
5. Texas 8-1-1 174
6. Kansas 9-1 148
7. Tennessee 8-1-1 104
8. Notre Dame 7-2-1 104
9. Arkansas 9-1 90
10. Oklahoma 7-3 61

AP

1. Ohio State 9-0 (34) 770
2. Southern Cal 9-0-1 (2) 631
3. Penn State 9-0 (1) 618
4. Georgia 9-0-2 528
5. Texas 8-1-1 399
6. Kansas 9-1 394
7. Notre Dame 7-2-1 335
8. Tennessee 8-1-1 312
9. Arkansas 9-1 285
10. Oklahoma 7-3 (2) 228

Cage Polls

AP

1. UCLA 1-0 (24) 480
2. North Carolina 0-0 344
3. Kentucky 1-0 317
4. Kansas 1-0 280
5. Notre Dame 1-0 232
6. TCU 1-0 221
7. Davidson 1-0 221
8. New Mexico 1-0 120
9. Cincinnati 1-0 120
10. Villanova 1-0 118

UPI

1. UCLA (28) 280
2. North Carolina 215
3. Kentucky 165
4. Notre Dame 114
5. Kansas 113
6. Houston 86
7. Davidson 63
8. New Mexico 59
9. Villanova 58
10. Cincinnati 56

Top scorer for the Irish was Austin Carr with 20 points.

450 UCLA TICKETS

STUSOC has 450 UCLA basketball tickets available for students. Due to the demand, these tickets will be allocated through a computer lottery. Those wishing to enter must bring a check for $2 made payable to Student Union Fund. Only one entry per I.D.

Lottery Entry – WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4

3-5 Fiesta Lounge, LaFortune Center
7-9 Fiesta Lounge, LaFortune Center

Winners will be posted Thursday, Dec. 5 and tickets can be picked up Thursday night 7-9 in LaFortune